














































   Variable  Past  Present  Ideal 
A  Sexual Attraction   6  4  4 
B  Sexual Behavior   5   4  4 
C   Sexual Fantasies   5   4  5 
D  Emotional Preference   4   2  2 
E  Social Preference   6    5   5 
F  Heterosexual/Homosexual Lifestyle   5   3  4 






























































Only time will tell.  Line up from the tallest to the shortest and remember I must 
be first.  Please play go fish and fuck yourself because I don’t have to play with 
barbies any more.  I too can beat up people along with telling them that I have a 
black father and purple mother.  Let’s not use the word black but the word- word.  
Can’t anyone else wee I cannot control all of the leprechauns in the South?  If I 
did then I wouldn’t have to see your face smiling back at the lower part of my 
armpit.  It must be difficult to live in the shadows of others who can’t see past the 
grandfather in the picture.  I want to be your friend and place the rainbow in the 
house but you seem to think I will run away and do ecstasy.  Well the good thing 
for you is that I have already done it so you don’t have to worry about me going 
into the barn and silencing the chickens.  I will grow up one day and live a happy 
life—I think or maybe the life of another perhaps the one you gave me before I 
came into this world.  The one with three sisters who come from two different men 
not including me and please remember I’m the one with the purple father.  Silence 
is pain and speaking is pain leaving the body and without it we would have no 
gain.  I want to remember you, me him, her, them, them, she, he, it, watched form 
the outside and looked in to see us playing 52 card pick-up because we couldn’t 






























you remember you were the one to make the sum raise and fall?  Why don’t you 
let go and place yourself with in the smallest piece of glass possible.  Please 
remember people who live in glass houses shouldn’t throw rocks.  I find the 
biggest mountain for you and you still say its nothing you can’t climb without the 
help of a dust pan.  On the other hand there is nothing because you don’t have 
another hand- you cut it off when you didn’t’ begin the day.  Do you remember 
that your name begins with the letter SHHHH….Don’t let her hear you she might 
run and hide under the bird cage.  I ask you don’t hide but come and play like you 
once did with us when you began the day.    Ending Text for Piece  
For the world is not a beautiful place, nor are we one or the other and some 
believe we do not exist at all.  Only the Dinosaurs and the other lovely 
Dinosaurs are said to be free loving every part regardless of how it fits in or 
outside of each other.  A switch cannot be turned on or off but left presently 
working.  We are left alone to wonder about the Dinosaurs and the other lovely 
Dinosaurs and trying to figure out how to put the pig back into its box.  It is 
important to remember we all leave this place at one time or another.  But 
what is not important is how many times I say the words him, her, them, she, he, 
it, over, under, through, fluid, taste, soft, unique, forward, cum, sex, I, you, me, 
desire, purple, black, dick, dong, dug, beyond, gay, destruction, played, parts, 
queer, control, fluid, social, structure, manipulate, fluid, individual, fluid, sexual 
fluid.  Because you will go home feeling just as alone and empty if you continue 
to lather, rinse, repeat all the bullshit they have fed you for years
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